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Bill Graham once said, “They’re not the best at what they do, they’re the only ones who do what they do.”
Graham was referring to the Grateful Dead, but this also applies to the legion of fans who traveled from
show to show across America with the band. Might As Well captures the rich tapestry of the Grateful Dead
scene in the late eighties by presenting an engaging account of one evening both inside and outside of a
concert at New Jersey’s Meadowlands. Events unfold through the eyes of seven characters, including three-
year-old Stella attending with her Deadhead mother, prep school hippie Steven on spring break with his
crew, Taper Ted on hand to record the music alongside his skeptical brother, and trusty, crusty vendor Bagel
Bob approaching his second decade on tour. Inspired in part by a true-crime incident involving a still-
unsolved fatality, Might As Well explores the challenges, complications, and charms of this environment with
insight, empathy, and humor.

Like the Dead scene itself, there is more than meets the ear, as the story also encompasses miracles and near
misses, the killer and the kind, doses and duds, female Muppets, the Fairy Wing Guild, the stall sisterhood,
the merits of Charles Bukowski and Marcel Proust, the connections between Full House and ALF, seat
surfing, scurvy, setlist games, Schoolhouse Rock, Shakedown Street, tape trees, the Philsbury Doughboy,
Three Bean Monty, Crock-Pots, counties, custies, dog liberation, DATs, Griffin Dunne films, and fire
dancing. After all, the circus is in town.
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From reader reviews:

Rachel Robertson:

People live in this new day of lifestyle always attempt to and must have the free time or they will get large
amount of stress from both everyday life and work. So , whenever we ask do people have spare time, we will
say absolutely of course. People is human not a robot. Then we inquire again, what kind of activity do you
have when the spare time coming to an individual of course your answer may unlimited right. Then do you
ever try this one, reading ebooks. It can be your alternative with spending your spare time, typically the book
you have read is Might As Well.

Richard Stratton:

Would you one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt when you find yourself in the book
store? Make an effort to pick one book that you just dont know the inside because don't judge book by its
include may doesn't work the following is difficult job because you are scared that the inside maybe not
while fantastic as in the outside appearance likes. Maybe you answer is usually Might As Well why because
the wonderful cover that make you consider in regards to the content will not disappoint you. The inside or
content is definitely fantastic as the outside or even cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly make
suggestions to pick up this book.

Monica Bonner:

Reading a book to become new life style in this yr; every people loves to examine a book. When you go
through a book you can get a great deal of benefit. When you read guides, you can improve your knowledge,
since book has a lot of information on it. The information that you will get depend on what sorts of book that
you have read. If you would like get information about your analysis, you can read education books, but if
you want to entertain yourself you can read a fiction books, these kinds of us novel, comics, and also soon.
The Might As Well offer you a new experience in looking at a book.

Neil Nilsson:

Book is one of source of understanding. We can add our expertise from it. Not only for students but native or
citizen have to have book to know the revise information of year to help year. As we know those books have
many advantages. Beside all of us add our knowledge, can bring us to around the world. Through the book
Might As Well we can have more advantage. Don't you to be creative people? Being creative person must
choose to read a book. Only choose the best book that suited with your aim. Don't become doubt to change
your life at this time book Might As Well. You can more inviting than now.
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